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Rather than build an old design from another company, North American Aviation proposed the
design and production of a more modern fighter. The prototype NAX airframe was rolled out on
9 September , days after the contract was signed, and first flew on 26 October. The Mustang
was designed to use the Allison V engine, which had limited high-altitude performance in its
earlier variants. At the start of the Korean War, the Mustang, by then redesignated F, was the
main fighter of the United States until jet fighters , including North American's F , took over this
role; the Mustang then became a specialized fighter-bomber. Despite the advent of jet fighters,
the Mustang remained in service with some air forces until the early s. After the Korean War,
Mustangs became popular civilian warbirds and air racing aircraft. At the time, the choice was
very limited, as no U. The Curtiss-Wright plant was running at capacity, so Ps were in short
supply. Kindelberger said NAA could have a better aircraft with the same Allison V engine in the
air sooner than establishing a production line for the P John Attwood of North American spent
much time from January to April at the British Purchasing Commission's offices in New York
discussing the British specifications of the proposed airplane with British engineers. The
discussions consisted of free hand conceptual drawings of an airplane with the British officials.
Sir Henry Self was concerned that North American had not ever designed a fighter, insisting
they obtain the drawings and study the Curtiss XP experimental aircraft and the wind tunnel test
results for the P, before presenting them with detailed design drawings based on the agreed
concept. The Purchasing Commission approved the resulting detailed design drawings, signing
the commencement of the Mustang project on 4 May , firmly ordering airplanes on 29 May Prior
to this North American only had a draft letter for an order of aircraft. Curtiss engineers accused
North American of plagiarism. The British Purchasing Commission stipulated armament of four.
The NAX , which was designed by a team led by lead engineer Edgar Schmued , followed the
best conventional practice of the era, designed for ease of mass manufacturing. These airfoils
generated low drag at high speeds. The other feature was a new cooling arrangement
positioned aft single ducted water and oil radiators assembly that reduced the fuselage drag
and effects on the wing. Later, [22] after much development, they discovered that the cooling
assembly could take advantage of the Meredith effect : in which heated air exited the radiator
with a slight amount of jet thrust. This led to some controversy over whether the Mustang's
cooling system aerodynamics were developed by NAA's engineer Edgar Schmued or by
Curtiss, as NAA had purchased the complete set of P and XP wind tunnel data and flight test
reports. The prototype NAX was rolled out in September , just days after the order had been
placed; it first flew on 26 October , days into the contract, an uncommonly short development
period, even during the war. The aircraft's three-section, semi-monocoque fuselage was
constructed entirely of aluminum to save weight. It was armed with four. While the United States
Army Air Corps could block any sales it considered detrimental to the interests of the US, the
NA was considered to be a special case because it had been designed at the behest of the
British. This made it unsuitable for use at the altitudes where combat was taking place in
Europe. In November NAA studied the possibility of using it, but fitting its excessive length in
the Mustang would require extensive airframe modifications and cause long production delays.
At the same time, the possibility of combining the P airframe with the US license-built Packard
version of the Merlin engine was being explored on the other side of the Atlantic. The Mustang
was initially developed for the RAF, which was its first user. Thus, the initial order for the P
Mustang as it was later known was placed by the British under the " Cash and Carry " program,
as required by the US Neutrality Acts of the s. During the amphibious Dieppe Raid on the
French coast 19 August , four British and Canadian Mustang squadrons, including 26 Squadron,
saw action covering the assault on the ground. By â€”, British Mustangs were used extensively
to seek out V-1 flying bomb sites. Over land these flights followed a zig-zag course, turning
every six minutes to foil enemy attempts at plotting an interception. Is and Mk. Ias destroyed or
heavily damaged locomotives, over canal barges, and an unknown number of enemy aircraft
parked on the ground, for a loss of eight Mustangs. At sea level the Mustangs were able to
outrun all enemy aircraft encountered. The last RAF Mustangs were retired from service in
Prewar doctrine was based on the idea " the bomber will always get through ". Another school
of thought favored a heavily up-armed "gunship" conversion of a strategic bomber. The 8th Air
Force started operations from Britain in August At first, because of the limited scale of
operations, no conclusive evidence showed American doctrine was failing. German daytime
fighter efforts were, at that time, focused on the Eastern Front and several other distant
locations. Initial efforts by the 8th met limited and unorganized resistance, but with every
mission, the Luftwaffe moved more aircraft to the west and quickly improved their battle
direction. In fall , the 8th Air Force's heavy bombers conducted a series of deep-penetration
raids into Germany, beyond the range of escort fighters. For the US, the very concept of
self-defending bombers was called into question, but instead of abandoning daylight raids and

turning to night bombing, as the RAF suggested, they chose other paths; at first, a bomber with
more guns the Boeing YB was believed to be able to escort the bomber formations, but when
the concept proved to be unsuccessful, thoughts then turned to the Lockheed P Lightning. The
P Mustang was a solution to the need for an effective bomber escort. It used a common, reliable
engine and had internal space for a larger-than-average fuel load. With external fuel tanks, it
could accompany the bombers from England to Germany and back. By the time the Pointblank
offensive resumed in early , matters had changed. Bomber escort defenses were initially
layered, using the shorter-range Ps and Ps to escort the bombers during the initial stages of the
raid before handing over to the Ps when they were forced to turn for home. This provided
continuous coverage during the raid. The Mustang was so clearly superior to earlier US designs
that the 8th Air Force began to steadily switch its fighter groups to the Mustang, first swapping
arriving P groups to the 9th Air Force in exchange for those that were using Ps, then gradually
converting its Thunderbolt and Lightning groups. By the end of , 14 of its 15 groups flew the
Mustang. The Luftwaffe's twin-engined Messerschmitt Bf heavy fighters brought up to deal with
the bombers proved to be easy prey for the Mustangs, and had to be quickly withdrawn from
combat. The Messerschmitt Bf had comparable performance at high altitudes, but its
lightweight airframe was even more greatly affected by increases in armament. The Mustang's
much lighter armament, tuned for antifighter combat, allowed it to overcome these
single-engined opponents. At the start of , Major General James Doolittle , the new commander
of the 8th Air Force, ordered many fighter pilots to stop flying in formation with the bombers
and instead attack the Luftwaffe wherever it could be found. The aim was to achieve air
supremacy. Mustang groups were sent far ahead of the bombers in a "fighter sweep" in order to
intercept attacking German fighters. The Luftwaffe answered with the Gefechtsverband "battle
formation". This consisted of a Sturmgruppe of heavily armed and armored Fw As escorted by
two Begleitgruppen of Messerschmitt Bf s , whose task was to keep the Mustangs away from
the Fw as they attacked the bombers. This strategy proved to be problematic, as the large
German formation took a long time to assemble and was difficult to maneuver. It was often
intercepted by the P "fighter sweeps" before it could attack the bombers. While not always able
to avoid contact with the escorts, the threat of mass attacks and later the "company front" eight
abreast assaults by armored Sturmgruppe Fw As brought an urgency to attacking the Luftwaffe
wherever it could be found, either in the air or on the ground. Beginning in late February , 8th
Air Force fighter units began systematic strafing attacks on German airfields with increasing
frequency and intensity throughout the spring, with the objective of gaining air supremacy over
the Normandy battlefield. In general these were conducted by units returning from escort
missions but, beginning in March, many groups also were assigned airfield attacks instead of
bomber support. The numerical superiority of the USAAF fighters, superb flying characteristics
of the P, and pilot proficiency helped cripple the Luftwaffe's fighter force. As a result, the fighter
threat to US, and later British, bombers was greatly diminished by July The RAF, long
proponents of night bombing for protection, were able to reopen daylight bombing in as a result
of the crippling of the Luftwaffe fighter arm. As the efficacy of these missions increased, the
number of fighters at the German airbases fell to the point where they were no longer
considered worthwhile targets. On 21 May, targets were expanded to include railways,
locomotives , and rolling stock used by the Germans to transport materiel and troops, in
missions dubbed "Chattanooga". Given the overwhelming Allied air superiority , the Luftwaffe
put its effort into the development of aircraft of such high performance that they could operate
with impunity, but which also made bomber attack much more difficult, merely from the flight
velocities they achieved. Foremost among these were the Messerschmitt Me B point-defense
rocket interceptors, which started their operations with JG near the end of July , and the
longer-endurance Messerschmitt Me A jet fighter, first flying with the Gruppe -strength
Kommando Nowotny unit by the end of September In action, the Me proved to be more
dangerous to the Luftwaffe than to the Allies, and was never a serious threat. The Me A was a
serious threat, but attacks on their airfields neutralized them. The pioneering Junkers Jumo
axial-flow jet engines of the Me As needed careful nursing by their pilots, and these aircraft
were particularly vulnerable during takeoff and landing. Chuck Yeager of the th Fighter Group
was one of the first American pilots to shoot down an Me , which he caught during its landing
approach. On 7 October , Lt. Urban L. Drew of the st Fighter Group shot down two Me s that
were taking off, while on the same day Lt. Hubert Zemke , who had transferred to the
Mustang-equipped th Fighter Group , shot down what he thought was a Bf , only to have his gun
camera film reveal that it may have been an Me The Mustang also proved useful against the V-1s
launched toward London. By 8 May , [63] the 8th , 9th , and 15th Air Force 's P groups [nb 6]
claimed some 4, aircraft shot down about half of all USAAF claims in the European theater, the
most claimed by any Allied fighter in air-to-air combat [63] and 4, destroyed on the ground.

Losses were about 2, aircraft. This included claimed in aerial combat and on the ground. In air
combat, the top-scoring P units both of which exclusively flew Mustangs were the th Fighter
Group of the 8th Air Force with air-to-air combat victories and the 9th Air Force's th Fighter
Group with , which made it one of the top-scoring fighter groups. Preddy was shot down and
killed by friendly fire on Christmas Day during the Battle of the Bulge. These Mustangs were
provided to the 3rd, 4th, and 5th Fighter Groups and used to attack Japanese targets in
occupied areas of China. The P was a relative latecomer to the Pacific Theater, due largely to
the need for the aircraft in Europe, although the P's twin-engined design was considered a
safety advantage for long, over-water flights. The first Ps were deployed in the Far East later in ,
operating in close-support and escort missions, as well as tactical photo reconnaissance. As
the war in Europe wound down, the P became more common; eventually, with the capture of
Iwo Jima , it was able to be used as a bomber escort during Boeing B Superfortress missions
against the Japanese homeland. Chief Naval Test Pilot and C. Captured Enemy Aircraft Flight
Capt. It was also the best American dogfighter. But the laminar-flow wing fitted to the Mustang
could be a little tricky. It could not by any means out-turn a Spitfire. No way. It had a good
rate-of-roll, better than the Spitfire, so I would say the plusses to the Spitfire and the Mustang
just about equate. If I were in a dogfight, I'd prefer to be flying the Spitfire. The problem was I
wouldn't like to be in a dogfight near Berlin, because I could never get home to Britain in a
Spitfire! The U. Air Forces, Flight Test Engineering, assessed the Mustang B on 24 April thus:
"The rate of climb is good and the high speed in level flight is exceptionally good at all altitudes,
from sea level to 40, feet. The airplane is very maneuverable with good controllability at
indicated speeds up to MPH [sic]. The stability about all axes is good and the rate of roll is
excellent; however, the radius of turn is fairly large for a fighter. The cockpit layout is excellent,
but visibility is poor on the ground and only fair in level flight. Their turn rate was about the
same. The P was faster than us, but our munitions and cannon were better. It was fast,
maneuverable, hard to see, and difficult to identify because it resembled the Me ". In the
aftermath of World War II, the USAAF consolidated much of its wartime combat force and
selected the P as a "standard" piston-engined fighter, while other types, such as the P and P,
were withdrawn or given substantially reduced roles. As the more advanced P and P jet fighters
were introduced, the P was also relegated to secondary duties. In , the designation P P for
pursuit was changed to F F for fighter and the existing F designator for photographic
reconnaissance aircraft was dropped because of a new designation scheme throughout the
USAF. They remained in service from through From the start of the Korean War , the Mustang
once again proved useful. The F was used for ground attack, fitted with rockets and bombs, and
photo reconnaissance, rather than being as interceptors or "pure" fighters. After the first North
Korean invasion, USAF units were forced to fly from bases in Japan and the FDs, with their long
range and endurance, could attack targets in Korea that short-ranged F jets could not. Because
of the vulnerable liquid cooling system, however, the Fs sustained heavy losses to ground fire.
The Mustangs were replaced by Gloster Meteor F8s in The rights to the Mustang design were
purchased from North American by the Cavalier Aircraft Corporation, which attempted to market
the surplus Mustang aircraft in the U. They all had an original FD-type canopy, but carried a
second seat for an observer behind the pilot. One additional Mustang was a two-seat,
dual-control TFD with an enlarged canopy and only four wing guns. The last U. This aircraft was
so successful that the Army ordered two FDs from Cavalier in for use at Fort Rucker as chase
planes. They were assigned the serials and These Fs had wingtip fuel tanks and were unarmed.
Following the end of the Cheyenne program, these two chase aircraft were used for other
projects. The F was adopted by many foreign air forces and continued to be an effective fighter
into the mids with smaller air arms. The last Mustang ever downed in battle occurred during
Operation Power Pack in the Dominican Republic in , with the last aircraft finally being retired
by the Dominican Air Force in Some were sold to former wartime fliers or other aficionados for
personal use, while others were modified for air racing. The aircraft was modified by creating a
"wet wing", sealing the wing to create a giant fuel tank in each wing, which eliminated the need
for fuel stops or drag-inducing drop tanks. He also set a U. The Mantz Mustang was sold to
Charles F. Blair used it to set a New York-to-London circa 3, miles or 5, kilometres record in 7 hr
48 min from takeoff at Idlewild to overhead London Airport. Later that same year, he flew from
Norway to Fairbanks, Alaska, via the North Pole circa 3, miles or 5, kilometres , proving that
navigation via sun sights was possible over the magnetic north pole region. For this feat, he
was awarded the Harmon Trophy and the Air Force was forced to change its thoughts on a
possible Soviet air strike from the north. Udvar-Hazy Center. The most prominent firm to
convert Mustangs to civilian use was Trans-Florida Aviation, later renamed Cavalier Aircraft
Corporation, which produced the Cavalier Mustang. Modifications included a taller tailfin and
wingtip tanks. A number of conversions included a Cavalier Mustang specialty: a "tight" second

seat added in the space formerly occupied by the military radio and fuselage fuel tank. In effect,
Garrison flew each of the surviving aircraft at least once. These aircraft make up a large
percentage of the aircraft presently flying worldwide. In the late s and early s, when the United
States Department of Defense wished to supply aircraft to South American countries and later
Indonesia for close air support and counter insurgency , it turned to Cavalier to return some of
their civilian conversions back to updated military specifications. Except for the small numbers
assembled or produced in Australia, all Mustangs were built by North American initially at
Inglewood, California , but then additionally in Dallas, Texas. As indicative of the iconic nature
of the P, manufacturers within the hobby industry have created scale plastic model kits of the P
Mustang, with varying degrees of detail and skill levels. The aircraft have also been the subject
of numerous scale flying replicas. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other uses, see P
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Copyright by ModifiedLife. The rest of youâ€”the ones that have actually owned the Ford inline
sixâ€” helped place this engine at 4 because of its legendary durability and impressive torque
output. Just ask these guysâ€¦. The rest of the truck will rot away before you ruin one of them.
Those motors will never die. Part of the fourth generation of Ford six-cylinder engines , the Ford
I6 came on to the scene in and had a year production run. The reasons for the popularity were
simple: big-time low-end torque, extreme durability, and ease of maintenance. Ford I6 engines
have been known to last up to , miles with no major issues. They produce gobs of low-end
torque, including an impressive ft. The Ford has been used on those brown UPS delivery trucks
for years. To make the engine last even longer, manufacturers offer a wide selection of
replacement part and performance upgrades for the According to Summit Racing , here are
some of the more popular items:. The Ford I6 pulls heavy weight up steep hills with ease. Not
made for speed, but the torque output is quite good for a little 4. Change the oil on time and it
and it will last , miles km. We ;own a service dept. I have packed it down with lot of hay haling. I
have owned it for 3 years. It has bought and payed for it self many times over. I have a 91 f six
which has been driven often hard every day and now has k miles. Was bought new and used
hard as a farm workhorse till I got it maybe 10 years ago. Burns no oil and gets 20 mpg checked
that twice. I am glad to hear your six keeps you happy. I was the final line c. I never let a block
go to the assembly line that I did not want a family member, friend or neighbor to buy. Thank
you for being a quality individual who took his job to heart. The ci six is a great engine. I have
owned several over the years and nothing compares to them as far as torque and longevity. I
just got a pickup that had been sitting for 15 years. I put a battery in it and fresh fuel and it purrs
like a kitten. So great to hear from a dedicated professional who was at the heart of mass
production and ensuring quality. That just makes it real. Had the engine out for a reseal. At 80k
miles the cylinders had no ridge and looked like they had just been honed. Main bearings were a
little worn, but it was obvious the previous owner s did not use quality oil or change it
frequently enough, very heavy sludge buildup. This attitudes like this guy are what made
America. I cannot remember either of my parents lying, nor my in-laws; all WW2 generation.
Thank you Bill. I more than likely had one of yor engines in a 85 econoline My dad bought it new
and we used it every day. It was a work truck and was treated as one. I drove it from when i got
my drivers license in until when i was broadsided by a suburban driven by an idiot that ran a red
light. The truck had k miles on the clock. Through a few missed oil changes and a constant lbs
of tools on its back it NEVER missed a beat. It always had plenty of power and torque and was
the most reliable truck ive ever had or will have. When it was totaled i felt like i lost an old friend
which i did i miss it terribly. It was a part of our family and the truck we built the family business
with. Also it was the last thing of my father i had left. Though the 6 with chain did live on in the
ford ute range for a few more years. The cu in aka 4. No chains or belts. One of the many
reasons they lasted so long reliably. Some of us realize it! We never even saw the crossflow

head here, import only, which is a shame as the engine family is quite tough and capable of a lot
as Aussies know well. The integral log manifold type heads we had were not very capable of
much power. We of course used to have a Falcon as well which popularly had a this variant of
engine, but the model was discontinued long ago. Maybe it could make a comeback one day! Do
you think it could be the Barra? I think we Americans realize that since we also produced the 6
cyl here in the 60s but I guess we would have since Ford is an American company or was LOL.
But like all good things that went along with the breeze.. John Barron? John Miller? David
Dennison? The american Ford inline 6 production had seized in The motor size was cubic
inches or 4. Every fellow American I know regards the Aussie as our best friends in the larger
world. And Oceania the continent is just fine as well. But he has no morals, no compassion, and
he stopped retaining education at about 14 years. Loved my in my old 83 F Just wish we could
import them up here. Had a in a 31 coupe ran vary good surprised many raced my sons in his 64
F mild bult was right at his door and still pulling hard when we crossed the line. I put a out of a
big ups delivery truck into my f after putting in rv cam ,cfm 4bel. Loved my old short box ford
with the and 3 on the tree. One of the best trucks I ever owned. The only vehicle I miss more is
my 69 camaro. Just bought a 79 f We rebuilt the 6 to factory, used EFI headers, H pipe and a
proper muffler. Had to make a heater plate to get coolant up to warm the intake, but she sounds
awesome. Wish we had a better market for aluminum blocks, heads, hoods, etc to drop some
weight in the old Just bought a ford f with the 4. Re: ford engine. Zero problem in 37 years.
Thank you Ford!! I own a F with 4. Has , miles! Great for towing my sailboat. About lbs. No
problem at all. Has 4 speed tranny. Many opportunities to sell her, i would b a fool to part with
her!! Runs like new, completely stock. I have a Ford F and was told by the previous owner that it
has a ci 4. Great old truck that is in original condition that I intend on preserving rather than
restoring. No rust as has been in the Queensland out back for most of its life. My question is
why does it state on the rego papers that the engine capacity is Does that mean it is a 4. I
believe that the has a 3. It was built as a torque monster heavy equipment engine and got put in
the pick-ups almost by accident. This engine has seven main bearings. A crank that looks like it
came out of a diesel. And gear to gear timing, no timing chain. Keep clean oil and filter in them,
change the air filter, never let it get hot and keep the RPMs south of and this engine will go till
the body and suspension dissolve in rust. ANY inline six has a couple of advantages from the
get go. Look at the old Chrysler cu. Re:slant six racing â€” many yes ago these were used in
southern dirt trk Mopar cars. The stock s did have problems due to all the oil got slung up
awaybfrom the crank in the turns banked causing crank bearings to fail but put a modified oil
pan and pump makes for a hard to beat car in stock form let lone modding the rest of the motor.
Also seen a article of a modified slant six used in drag racing. If used on a flat circle track with
just a modified oilpan could net you many wins. I had a 79 Dodge with slant 6 3 on the tree when
I would hit 2nd gear it was gone. Six cylinder hands down over any other. Why the 6 cylinder
love? If longevity is your thing, great, then proceed with the I6. Otherwise, realize that any V8 of
similar or greater displacement that was made properly, like nothing British lol will make more
power. And again, since in the real world we have transmissions that match the engines desired
RPM ranges, the V8 wins. I guess the difference is those of us you call old timers worked these
engines. Build the crap out of it boar it cam it grind head good pistons valve springs a t5 good
set of gears and u got s screamer. And would it still last long? What suggestions for giving it
more jump an not beating it up? And a carbureted inline 6 I could make run with no muss, no
fuss. Neither many times can the dealer. But your basic screwdriver pair of channel locks
butcher, like ME, could make those old engines run. UPS used that particular engine in their
delivery trucks till they were no longer available. NO engine problems, at all, ever. If You do the
build yourself. Put a one-barrel carburetor on your V8 and see how well it performs. My T-model
roadster with a ci six modified for drag racng runs the quarter mile in 9. Other s with further
refinement have run seven second quarter mile times. I have a F with the 4. Currently at , miles
does not use or burn any oil. Recently had the motor pulled and replace all new gaskets timing
chain cover and the harmonic balancer, as it has cut a hole in the timing chain cover. Klinger in
the NYS Southern tier. The only thing that lets down the I6 is that Ford never mated it with a
manual transmission that matched its durability. Yes it did it had three trans that would handle
its low end power first the three speed ford top loader second the big brother the four speed
ford top loader and third the big truck 4 speed with a granny gear by np. I overloaded that f so
many times and went across the country. I had a 24 foot travel trailer with all of our belongings
and had to put 70 lbs in tires that called for 50 lbs. I had a mid eighties 4. How can you get
excited about sub foot pounds? Ate gas like a v-8 Would happily trade for any other engine on
this list. I owed a 87 with a 4 speed od manual trans. You were able to break the tires loose
going into second gear. Used it to pull down trees and pull out tree stumps and ran it for 12
years. But like anything else, if it works good and lasts stop making it. Another bonehead move

on the part of Ford. Then family started to come around and my son whose 18 now started to
drive it; when he was making a u-turn he hit the rail and for some reason the rail was on the
way, had a small damage on dead center of the face. Only every had to replace the clutch. Just
Bought a 93 f for Runs Very strong. Gonna buy another one or two with that motor as soon as i
see one for sale. I am installing a with forged crank in my ford econoline frame on resto.. You
going to trick it out a bit? Be great to get in touch! Pete pgeorge yahoo. I bought my first new
vehicle in , a Ford F inline six. Two options back then, radio and heaterâ€¦. What a truckâ€¦. I
retired it in when I bought a Ford Duelly. I should be shot for letting it sit and rust away until
when I decided to give the girl new life. A complete frame off restoration from the ground up.
What a labor of love. These engines are the best Ford has offered. OId school yes, but heart and
guts as big as Texas. I own a 83 f with the 4. I have the same exact truck you have never had a
problem science the day it was built it has a 3 speed overdrive and very low gears does
anything and everything and has k still runs like a top. Pingback: Heirloom 4. Do you guys think
a truck with the stock engine and transmission would be suitable for towing an Airstream or
sliding in one of those Lancer enclosed campers? Mountain passes no problem? Alaska trek?
More weight takes more power to climb a hill and that requires torque or low gears. So it
depends on how fast you want to go up the hills. As long as you do not expect it to be the same
as a lightly loaded passenger car it will be fine. My 6 routinely moved 32, lb loads of fruit from
farm to cannery with 24 forward speeds and a low axle ratio nothing stopped it. Carter
carburetor. I have been around this legend since I was a kid on the farm! When I worked for
Ryder our forklift had the ic industrial engine in it and the standby generator had the ci
industrial engine both running on Natural gas. I just bought a ford f wth a i6 engine in it. I might
want to resell it as i flip vehicles. First ever engine swap, any, informed tips would be
appreciated. Building a rat rod with from a 77 pickup. I wanted a automatic and had a C4 rebuilt
and used Maverick bell housing and flex plate. Did Ford ever offer C4 behind a , maybe cars, not
trucks? In Australia the Ford 6 was available in the Ford D Series trucks an English cab over,
and also in the Canadian F , these were Canadian engines, I would like to know what the bell
housing pattern is, is it same as the old cube ie Mustang, Comet etc? To cover the Aussie
Falcon range began in with the XK model with the little , the XL had the , the XM gave us the and
the pursuit motor both ran happily on standard fuel, the XP gave us the and the super pursuit ,
the XR falcon still had the though did here the was still an option, there was also a industrial
motor used in concrete trucks, the XT gave us the but aso the freaky good revvy little motor
with real steel crank but there a freak of there own breed though look like the cousin, bearing
differences, crank bolt pattern prevent the swapping of parts, the XW model had the 3. I have a
fxl with the 4. Bought it new from dealer. Worked construction self employed until a couple of
years ago. Beat the living hell out of that truck for 18 years. Never had any problems with
engine, transmission or differential. Yup, still driving it and except for putting in a new clutch
every , or so never had anything replaced in the engine or drive chain â€” knock on wood. As a
matter of fact the air conditioner still works and has never been serviced except for an
occasional refill. Muffler and exhaust pipes are original too as is the catalytic converter and it
makes it through emission testing. Hoses are original too. Pingback: Does this GM truck exist?
Com : 4x4 and Off-Road Forum. Pingback: 66 ford econoline power brakes? Straight exhaust.
The beat, a Chevy V-8 pickup, many times. The short bed Chevy, would not run with the I will
own another Ford, Good engine! Now, 20 years later I buy another one. It had not moved in 15
years and fired-up with a little starter fluid and battery. Sooo much torque, 1st gear feels like a
tractor. I have a F1 with a frozen flathead 6. Any advice? I got to say, my Ford F with Inline 6 5
speed, is a torquey s. Just purchased a sweet 79 F, granny low 4 sp, 6 and could not be happier.
My wife and I are wheat and cattle farmers for 50 years this month, 47 years ago we bought a
used F, a model 4spd 2spd rear axle and have used it hard all these years, only thing ever done
to that 4. Had 2 other ford trucks with the hd engines and pulling same load and that 6 cyl could
run off and hide from them! I believe that 71 or 72 was last year that used that crankshaft and
manifold. I have a F flat bed dump with the famous inline It was a yard truck at a lumber mill and
has 50, miles on it. The only problem I have is someone ran over the oil bath air cleaner so I
fabricated a hooky air cleaner and need to replace it with a better system. I bought brand new in
An F with the and T18 4 speed great pick-up and never should have sold it. Also I had an F
utility truck from a utility company with the and NP tranny with a 2 speed rear end. It had a
diamond plate flat bed with a mip-ship Tulsa winch for pulling power lines over canyons. I used
it for pulling logs to Landings for a small firewood business I had. One great truck. Take it from
me the Ford inline six is the best motor ford ever made. Although will will have to say I have a F
4X4 with the CID matched with a 5 speed with , miles on her pulling a 22 foot flatbed loaded with
hay and a stock trailer and she shows no sign of slowing down any time soon. Second owner of
a F XL white long bed with the 4. Bought it in with only K original miles. It was a fleet vehicle

owned by the city of Ventura, California used by a supervisor so it was well taken care of. It had
no rust, excellent paint and a super clean interior. The engine was and still is in excellent
condition. Today in July it only has ,xxx miles on it. I have read every one of these statements
about the I6. Not one of them mentions anything about the Big Bronco I6. So I will. She takes us
places that those side by sides go. Had a F- shortbed with a 4 speed onthe floorand cu in. Motor
was stilltight after compression test. Amazed my mechanic. Lost truck in an accident in Broke
my heart to see it go. It looked like it was already worn out from daily farm truck use. In I then
took the motor and put it in a 84 f 2wd truck just for the hydraulic clutch. Left it wired like the
Drove it daily and drove it hard. From freeway to firewood. No maintenance, barely even oil
changes. Tested the compression just for funâ€¦ lb. Evenly each cylinder. Parked it, still running
strong. Still Used it for firewood from then out. Borrowed it to a buddy to do some scrapping.
He hauled in on a triple axle trailer, leaving an 8 ton stream roller behind. Had no problem
pulling it only issue was stopping it. Unfortunately the weight killed the truck. Not the motor nor
tranny. In I took it and put it in yet another 84 f 2wd. Still runs strong will still very little
maintenance to motor. Almost have it trained to need no fluids except gasoline. And not even
much of that. I rebuilt the engine at 1,, miles. The main kicker is that it is only 2 wheel drive.
Pingback: Automotive Wiring Diagram Maker â€” asket. I owned a Ford e van brand new. To this
date It did have around , the bearing on top of the distributor went bad breaking rotors in the
process and a rear main seal. Every once in a while, I visit a local car junk yard and I bought 3 4.
As one of the commentors above said, the body will rot away before the engine dies. Your email
address will not be published. Your Website. Save my name, email, and website in this browser
for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment
data is processed. Summit Racing Equipment. Image courtesy of Jalopy Journal. During his
year career in the auto industry, he has covered a variety of races, shows, and industry events
and has authored articles for multiple magazines. He has also partnered with mainstream and
trade publications on a wide range of editorial projects. In , he helped establish OnAllCylinders,
where he enjoys covering all facets of hot rodding and racing. Rich Cappy says: August 9, at
pm. Lester Huey says: March 22, at pm. Larry spencer says: July 24, at am. William says:
December 27, at am. Sean Paul Stevens says: April 20, at pm. Roy says: July 12, at am. Bill
says: September 3, at am. Barrett Reece says: November 25, at pm. Anthony Pasker says:
January 3, at pm. Chuck says: September 10, at pm. Jerome says: August 23, at pm. A says:
February 14, at am. Mike Pintur says: April 18, at pm. Hello my Aussie Friend, I think we may be
talking about the same motor! Mike P. John Banister says: April 21, at am. Does the Australian
Inline 6 use timing gears instead a belt or chain? Andrew Bowes says: August 26, at am. John
Lewis says: May 29, at pm. Chris says: January 17, at pm. Roy Dubay says: July 31, at pm. BIG
franco says: March 18, at am. Screw you, the metric system, and australia. No one gives a shot
about your hell hole Co tinent. Motrukdriver says: August 9, at pm. Dylan Billington says:
November 23, at am. Onaroll says: December 21, at am. Russell Emerick says: January 18, at
am. Chuck Lloyd says: February 16, at pm. Bruce Nix says: April 6, at pm. Gary Smith says:
April 9, at pm. Jamie says: April 16, at pm. Jim says: April 25, at am. Miki Csupak says: May 11,
at pm. Grant says: June 3, at am. Ronald l Heinkel says: November 12, at am. Douglas Simms
says: June 7, at pm. Leland Hewlett says: May 1, at pm. Martin Ledermann says: July 8, at pm.
Tom Swinburn says: December 14, at am. James Vinson says: March 30, at pm. Jon from
Milwaukee says: September 7, at pm. Mike says: July 28, at am. Todd Fox says: October 16, at
pm. Chuck says: November 24, at am. Randnob says: March 13, at am. Chuck Lloyd says:
August 6, at am. Hans Davidsson says: May 4, at pm. Byron says: April 20, at pm. Gregory P.
Koesel says: July 4, at pm. Brian C. Thomas says: August 1, at am. The Ethanol is killing my
mileage the engine got 17 mpg for live now it about Brian in Texas. Mike Kiv says: August 6, at
am. Hank Sliski says: September 17, at pm. Elias A says: September 24, at pm. Wade says:
September 29, at pm. Larry says: November 3, at pm. Matt says: January 1, at am. Austin says:
July 6, at pm. Tks Tim. Dennis Gwynn says: May 11, at am. Kenneth Mckay says: May 10, at am.
Bruk says: May 10, at pm. Wes Kouns says: July 5, at pm. Tom Heuerman says: July 12, at am.
OnAllCylinders says: July 20, at am. Tom Ley says: September 6, at am. Bill Hager says: May 18,
at pm. D says: May 23, at pm. Doby says: October 4, at am. Ryan says: May 30, at pm. John
says: June 3, at pm. Eric Bottoms says: August 19, at am. Bill Bryant says: January 21, at am.
Norbert strecker says: June 6, at am. Mel Shuman says: December 3, at am. Ralph says: July 13,
at am. Joana Barrett says: October 1, at pm. Jim Palmer says: November 1, at am. Dennis S.
Nick hampen says: August 1, at pm. Johnathan Rogers says: May 24, at am. Matt Hintze says:
December 27, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel Your email address will not be published. He was 40
years old when he first opened the company's first plant for the Bagley Street, Detroit. Later on
June 16, , he registered his company. Ford Motor Company has developed and labeled their
models in chronological and alphabetical order, starting with the Model A, then K and later S,

which was the last right-hand drive car Ford. Galamb and Eugene Farkas. This model has been
the most common car Ford, which has enabled the company to become one of the most
influential brands in the automotive history. The Model T was reliable, practical, and affordable,
and Ford made a hit in the US, where it was advertised as a mid-range car. Due to the success
of the car, Ford was forced to expand their business and built the production line first in the
world in for the assembly of cars. By , production figures only T models have reached almost ,
units. Preferring to renew their own company, Ford has invested all of its assets in Soon, the
company has released a number of new models like the Ford brand, and the rest under its
sub-brands such as Mercury and Lincoln luxury division of Ford. Business in Europe also went
to the benefit of the Ford , especially after the release of Focus models in , and although the
company has not yet fully recovered, she was definitely on the road to popularity. Adobe
Acrobat Document Ford Aerostar Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 1. Ford Aspire
Owner's Manual. Ford Bronco Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 3. Ford Crown
Victoria Owner's Manual. Ford E Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 2. Ford Edge
Owner's Manual. Ford Escape Owner's Manual. Ford Escort Owner's Manual. Ford F Owner's
Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 6. Ford Transit Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 5.
Ford 1. Ford EcoSport Manual. Ford 2. Ford Fiesta Service Repair Manual. Ford Focus Owner
Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 7. Ford Figo Owner's Manual. Ford Carburetors Ford
Granada Taunus v6 engine manual. Ford Ranger Owners Manual. Ford Mustang Owners
manual. Ford Mustangowners-manual. Ford RS Owners Manual. Ford Mondeo Service and
Repair Manual. Ford Taurus Owners Guide. Ford Sierra Service Repair Manual. Ford Car Wiring
Diagram. Ford Sierra Wiring Diagram. Ford Granada Wiring Diagrams. History of Ford Cars.
Certain states, such as California, require the same year or newer engine as the vehicle.
Advance Adapters Manual On-Line. The average conversion time on most vehicles is hours. The
cost varies depending on what parts you use. It is recommended that you use the 5. It is
possible to install the 5. Both the 5. There is also a potential clearance problems with the W
exhaust manifold and steering linkage. You can choose between the fuel injected and
carbureted engines. The is only about one hundred pounds heavier than the four cylinder
engines installed in Rangers from the factory. This is important because as engine weight is
increased, the ride height lowers in the front and this produces extreme negative camber at the
front wheels. Some people have asked about using 4. The 4. See the chart below for width
comparisons. The and can be installed in a Ranger, although this is not a very practical swap.
The big blocks length complicates installation and makes clearance in certain areas very tight. It
has been said in our forums that a Ford Mustang Convertible 5. Swap the mounts to opposite
sides Left-Right. The convertible engine mounts and hardtop engine mounts are not the same.
The 5. Ranger motor mounts consist of a rubber pad with a stud sticking out of each side. One
stud goes through the frame and has a nut which screws on the back to attach it to the frame.
The other stud sticks straight up and attaches to a motor bracket. Four cylinder motor mounts
are usually hydraulically filled and are weaker than the V6 mounts, which are a solid rubber
mount. Whenever possible, use the V6 mounts. These are used on 2. Trial fit everything once
and when the motor is in the position you want, take a few measurements and make the motor
mount plates. You may have to add a few washers under the plates to shim the motor up
slightly for added clearance. Were assuming your transmission is already installed. There are
several points during engine installation where clearance will be rather tight and modifications
will be necessary. Assuming the transmission is located properly, let it locate the motor,
forward to rearward, in the chassis. Now locate the engine properly, left and right. At this point
no accessories should be on the front of the motor, and installation will be easier without the
water pump attached. Leaving the water pump off while installing the engine will allow it to go in
more smoothly and may save several dents in the radiator support. The motor should be close
to centered, left to right, between the frame rails. It may be necessary to locate the motor
slightly to the passenger side for oil filter adapter to steering sector clearance, and steering to
exhaust manifold clearance. If you bought a conversion kit with motor mounts, it probably has
measurements to tell you where to mount the engine mounts to the crossmember. Try to find a
V-8 from this era with the distributor and ignition still intact. It has a wiring harness that goes
from the module on the wheel well to the distributor, and the original power harness from the
Ranger should plug right into it. It hooks up easily following the directions that come with the
new ignition module. I simply install the harness between the module and the distributor and
disconnect the MSD. This paragraph was submitted by Marc. If you choose to use a fuel injected
5. The best thing you could do is go to a salvage yard and get an engine transmission
combination and buy the whole setup â€” computer, harness and all. Mark the connections with
masking tape with either letters or numbers so that you can match up the connections later. It
also helps to go to a parts store and get the Haynes manual for the vehicle the engine came out

of. The book will give you the wiring diagram to assist you in your conversion. Otherwise, a
mechanical fuel pump will need to be replaced by an electric unit to clear the steering box. The
fuel pump will need to deliver psi. If your Ranger has an electric pump in the gas tank it has a
psi rating. You will have to either replace it or add a fuel regulator to reduce it to psi.. When
adding an electric fuel pump you should install a switch in the cab so that you can shut the fuel
off in an emergency. I would also recommend going to a salvage yard and obtain an inertia
switch from the trunk of a newer vehicle and wiring it in with the fuel pump. This will shut the
pump of during a collision. Your stock pump in the tank on fuel injected models will work with
the 5. Stock carburetors work OK on an off-road truck. Once an Edelbrock 4-barrel carburetor
was added it ran very poorly on steep angles. The truck can now sit a steep angles and idle fine.
This allows you to off-road in confidence with out the annoying hesitations, stalling and
flooding typically associated with carbs in an off road environment. You will have to use an
adapter and move the oil filter for clearance. The adapter will have to point down instead of out
for clearance. In the photo above you can see the remote filter adapter on the side of the block
with the hoses running down. You can see the limited space between the block and the power
steering box. The first consideration is the oil pan on your engine. Instead, a rear sump or dual
sump oil pan must be used. Rear sump oil pans are originally used on full-sized trucks and
Econoline vans and hold 6 quarts of oil. They are the preferred oil pan as the extra quart of oil is
of somewhat of an advantage for performance and off-road applications. The other choice is a
dual sump oil pan. These are easy to spot because they literally have two sumps, one at the
front and another at the rear with a drain plug on each. The front sump is for clearance to the oil
pump and the rear sump is the reservoir for the oil. The biggest advantage to the dual sump
pans is that the engine may be situated about half an inch lower in the chassis. The problem
with exhaust manifolds is having enough clearance between the engine and frame rail. An
exhaust shop will easily be able to plumb an exhaust system that will clear the frame rail and
firewall. You can use your stock power steering pump by using the correct V8 brackets found
on most Ford cars between You need the correct V8 pulley for proper belt alignment. Original
length hoses can be used on most conversions. The valve covers will not clear the heater box
on a V8 swap. Many people cut out the corner of the box and patch it up to seal it. A better way
is to heat it up and reshape it. The plastic that the heater box is made from is some kind of
styrene and responds well to heat. Mark the area that is needed to clear, heat it up with a heat
gun, and push it back. You can use a factory V6 Ranger alternator with a V8 bracket and
adjuster. The stock power steering pump can be used on a V8 with the correct brackets found
on many Ford passenger cars. You can use your original temperature and pressure gauge but
will have to re-calibrate your factory tachometer. Contact Specmo Enterprises about
recalibrations. You can use your air conditioning with the proper V-8 brackets. The wiring will
need to be extended and the condenser will have to be relocated to the front side of the radiator.
Radiator â€” There have been many members of The Ranger Station forums that have used the
stock 4. The only issue that the stock radiator may raise is clearance. Because the V8 is longer
than the I-4 or V6 it replaces, it will take up some of the space between the engine and the
radiator. Not all Ford water pumps are the same depth. While some people feel the Ford
Explorer 5. If you get the radiator tucked in under the radiator core support you will have a few
more inches for fan clearance. If using a mechanical fan, remember to use a shroud. The shroud
will greatly improve the fans ability too cool. If you choose to use an electric fan you should use
the biggest one that will fit on the radiator. Mount it on the engine side if there is enough room
and use it as a puller fan. I would recommend two inch fans so that the electric fan motor will
not be directly in front of the water pump. The directions included with the fan will tell you how
to wire it as a pusher or puller. You should use a fan rated at least CFM. Advance Adapters
suggests a minimum of CFM. The stock water pump places the pulley close to the radiator. You
might want to use one and still use an electric fan for plenty of clearance. Remember that
everything flexes while off-road. The second is a short pump for serpentine belt drives. The kit
includes a special timing chain cover pump and gaskets. This paragraph submitted by Marc.
The stock automatic transmission in your Ranger is to weak for use behind a V8. They have a
hard enough time surviving behind the V6. If you have one, or can find one, consider yourself
lucky. You can swap a V8 bellhousing and torque converter from a C4 on and bolt a small block
V8 to it. Most Rangers use an A4LD automatic overdrive transmission. There is no bell housing
available to install a V8 to this transmission, and even if you could, these transmissions had
durability concerns with the torque from a V6, so a V8 would probably destroy an A4LD in a
short period of time. The most popular automatic transmission used in a V8 swap is the Ford C4
3-speed automatic. On some transmissions, such as the C4, Ford has used a variety of
bellhousings, flywheels, and starters over the years. Whenever you have a choice, use the
smallest diameter flywheel and bellhousing available to you to install the V8 into your Ranger.

The bellhousing bolts are already extremely tight to the firewall. You do need to use the correct
starter and flywheel for the bellhousing your using, regardless of which transmission you
choose to install. It fits tooth flywheel mated to a small block Ford. I purchased one of these for
my V-8 conversion. This is a nice heavy duty piece although it is not SFI approved for racing. In
my area the factory tooth bellhousings are rare and hard to find. The existing drive shaft will be
the correct length as well, but will require a different yoke for a C4 or C5 to install it in your new
transmission. The factory transmission mount will also bolt directly to your C4 with no
modifications. The cross member is further rearward on the chassis on a vehicle originally
equipped with a 5-speed. You have two choices for the cross member. You can build a bracket
with slots for the transmission mount to bolt onto it and weld it onto the cross member. This
bracket is welded to the factory cross member to allow the transmission mount to be moved a
few inches forward from where it originally was located. The other choice is to remove the frame
brackets for the transmission cross member and relocate them a few inches forward of where
they were located. It is durable and very easy to find. Due to design changes, you should select
a or newer C4. The C4 has a removable bellhousing, so make sure the bellhousing pattern is
compatible with the new engine and flexplate. It is recommended that you use a tooth flexplate.
Be sure the starter motor engages the flexplate correctly with this bellhousing. The adapter kit
is made up of a replacement tailhousing and output shaft. Advance Adapters carries 3 different
conversion kits for the C4. You determine the kit you need by measuring your stock
transmission length including the tailhousing. The you choose a kit that will give you the same
overall length O. L as your stock setup. Combined with the new adapter length, use the best
adapter suited for your application. Adapter length of 6. Adapter length of Adapter length of 8.
There are early and late versions of this transmission, These kits come with a modified AOD
output shaft, a new transfer case adapter and necessary hardware. The adapter housings have
provisions for the stock rubber crossmember mount and the stock linkage some applications
may require linkage modification to fit our adapter. Ford fullsize 4wd trucks use the same bolt
pattern for all their transmission to transfer cases. These transmissions had either a spline
output shaft. Advance Adapters offers 2 kits to connect these transmissions to your stock
transfer case. These kits utilize a spud adapter to convert the transmission output shaft to
spline, an adapter housing and necessary hardware. Choose the appropriate kit based on the
spline count of the 4wd transmission you choose:. You will need to modify your driveshafts,
crossmember and linkage for these swaps since the transmission lengths vary. This adapter
plate bolts to the front of the stock manual transmission. This allows a standard Ford V-8
bellhousing to be mounted to your stock transmission. It is best to obtain a F bellhousing. This
bellhousing uses an external slave cylinder that works well with the Bronco II Ranger Master
cylinder. This bellhousing was only used with the tooth flywheel. This will cause problems with
tunnel clearance. A body lift is recommended. These modifications are listed in your instruction
sheet. Modifications: Using a hacksaw blade in each groove, make sure the new clutch disk
slides freely on the original transmission input shaft. The tip of the original input shaft will need
to be shortened so that it is flush with the face of the bellhousing. The new pilot bearing that is
supplied with Kit No. Make sure the seal in the new pilot bearing is facing outward towards the
clutch. This will prevent the grease from entering the clutch area. Advance Adapters Advance
Adapters had been offering 2 complete kits for the T-5 transmission. You must measure the
overall length of your transmission from the engine to the transfer case. Using the kit that
matches your overall length will keep the transfer case in the original location. The kits come
with a new output shaft, jeep Dana tailhousing and special adapter plate. The new shaft and
adapter housings are compatible with your World Class transmission. In order to bolt this 5
speed to the new 5. This bellhousing was only compatible with a mechanical type clutch
control. You will need to use Advance Adapters internal hydraulic release bearing that will fit
over the T5 bearing retainer. This particular bellhousing for the T5 has a special transmission
index diameter and special length for exclusive use with the T5 transmission. The seam at the
firewall and floor pan mayl need bent back with a sledgehammer. The floor pan may need some
slight modification with a sledge hammer for clearance. A body lift over comes this problem. A
good example of this would be a C4 and a Dana This may however call for a new
2002 lotus elise
chryslerintrepid
haynes manual ford focus 2011
or modified transmission crossmember. If you choose not to use the BW, then the conversion
parts are not needed. Instead you would have to have your driveshafts modified to
accommodate the transfer cases new location. The Ranger would benefit from having a new
larger in diameter driveshaft made to handle the power of the V8. Either way, you may find it

more beneficial to have your driveshafts modified lengthened-shortened than to do all the
conversion work. It may also be cheaper in the end. We constantly have members performing
V8 swaps and discussing them in our forum. Note: This is an overview of V-8 conversions. You
should consult Advance Adapters for detailed instructions. You can contact them at Check your
local emission laws before performing this swap. V-8 Swaps â€” Ford Rangers. More Articles:.
Ford F Bellhousing. Ford Slave Cylinder. Ford Slave Cylinder Bracket. Ford Release Lever. Ford
Dust Boot. Ford Bellhousing Cover Plate. Ford Release Bearing. Centerforce Explorer Disk.

